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About This Game

Sphinx and The Cursed Mummy is an original 3rd person action-adventure inspired by the mythology of ancient Egypt.
Travelling the world via magical portals to foil the evil plans of Set. Sphinx's Journey will require all his wits, agility, and special

powers. He will also rely on his reluctant hero friend, The Mummy, to help when being inconspicuous is the only solution. By
finding the stolen magical crowns of Egypt, Sphinx can stop Set and save the world.

Features:

Use Sphinx and his increasing array of skills to face deadly mythical monsters while avoiding perilous traps with
acrobatic ease. Weaken enemies and use capture beetles to store and unleash their abilities at will.

Take control the Mummy when strength & combat skills aren't needed — use the Mummy's stealth and unconventional
antics to avoid enemies, solve puzzles and sabotage right under the enemy's nose.

Interact with hundreds of unique and imaginative creatures, enemies and allies.

Fantastic graphics bring this mythical world based on Egyptian legends to life.

Totally immersive storyline and epic gameplay.

The Story:
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An ancient Egyptian Universal Empire once joined several worlds through Solar Disc portals. The old empire was destroyed and
the civilizations in each world have suffered different fates, some of them have continued contact and others have lost it. These

worlds have been separated for such a long time that many of them would not recognize each other.

The legend says that two forces, one negative, one positive, are trying to recover the old empire and all of its crowns again. But
we know very little about these forces or if they really exist. Other people are simply trying to understand what happened and

the real nature of each world. Meanwhile each world continues with it’s own way and history.

Recently, strange things have been happening… News is received from many places that problems are appearing; the normally
peaceful villages are now at war, odd monsters appear in valleys where there was once placid ecology... Nobody knows why…

The chain of communication between the worlds remains partially abandoned, partially destroyed and so unstable that to use it is
a sure way to cause even more problems and dangers. A long time ago the Great Wall in Heliopolis was built to protect the
civilians. Many people have used the portals but disappeared without trace. For this reason you never know how you will be

received in any of the locations or if you will get anywhere at all.
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Title: Sphinx and the Cursed Mummy
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Eurocom, THQ Nordic
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2003

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 32 or 64 bit

Processor: Intel or AMD 1.5 GHz supporting SSE2 instructions

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 Core Profile compatible like GeForce 8600

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Korean
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one of the best games that i played in my life . i wish for a sequel. I first found this game back on the GameCube and fell in love
with it. I've always been a fan of Zelda and Ancient Egypt so when I found a game that combined them both I knew I'd found
something special. I've probably put over a hundred hours in total across the GameCube version and now this version on Steam.
Sure the game has some flaws what game doesn't, but they are few and far between. The soundtrack is amazing and I'm glad I
can now easily own it. I still hold out hope for a sequel even though I know it will probably never happen so for now I'll just
keep playing this and loving every moment of it.. Played this as a kid and loved it and despight its ages its still a game I love
today. I have very little I dislike about the game and without any spoilers I just didnt exactly like the ending.. This is a fantastic
Adventure RPG/Puzzle game. I owned the original back on the Gamecube; this has been even better with improved framerate,
textures and antialiasing. Dev have been quite active with the updates and I hope the improvements keep coming. A great game..
An ALL time classic. i use to play this game back in the day on the gamecube. its an older game and you REALLY need a
controller to play this. but if you are lacking on some amazing platformers and ancient egypt done right. then this is the game for
you. puzzles are definitly amazing in this game and the controles for them are almost just as good.

last thing for a game that was made in 2003 it looks amazingly good.. Simply amazing. I played this game a lot on the PS2 as a
kid (I still have it to this day), and it was incredibly fun. This remaster is remarkable, and works very well! I did encounter a few
glitches here and there, like repeating sound effects, but those bugs were fixed rather quickly by the developers. Although it's a
little short, and I beat it in only a few days, I still definitely recommend anyone to play this. If you like Zelda, and Egyption
Mythology interests you, play this now. It is very much worth the 15 dollars!. This has always been in my top two games of all
time. Playing from a keyboard and mouse is a little wonky, but I still love it!. Great game for those who played it when it
originally came out and fairly decent puzzle and adventure game for those who enjoy that type of gameplay. Nothing to
difficulty in the game which makes it an easy enough play through. Most of the initial game bugs have been fixed and I never
encountered any game breaking bugs. I would recommend playing with a controller just due to the nature of the game as well as
a prominent game mechanic that was clearly designed for use with a joystick when it first came out. I know there making
adjustment to allow for custom control mapping but honestly I say it’s much easier to play on a controller and its well optimised
for it as well.. It may be the nostalgia talking, but I definitely recommend this game to anyone who's on the fence about this
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2 hours into the game, I was softlocked after the first mummy puzzle. The game has sparse save points, so I had to do the whole
puzzle again after following the developer's save rollback instructions only to run into the same issue. I really wanted to enjoy
this game because it had incredible presentation, but the PC version is not worth all the baggage. I plan to purchase the
Playstation 2 version off Ebay after I get a refund.. Ah... Sphinx... This was a fantastic game from my childhood, and it's so
great to see it resurface! To tell the truth, it holds up, even now; great puzzles, remarkably good graphics, a fantastic soundtrack,
and a totally unique premise and atmosphere. What's not to love! I'd recommend this game to anyone, especially for those
looking to take a trip down memory lane.. This is a good port and the gameplay and humor still hold up despite the game being
over 10 years old at this point.
Playing as sphinx the gameplay clearly takes alot from The Legend of Zelda but the puzzle sections where you play as the
mummy are in my opinion where the the game really shines. Despite the puzzle sections being platforming the puzzle and the
solutions are very creative and fun to play even on a second or third run through the game.. This game brings back childhood
memories! gald it finally made its wat to PC :). Sphinx and the Cursed Mummy will always have a special place in my little
game collection, and will perhaps always be my favorite game of all time.. It was one of the first games I owned when I got my
first console: the PS2 back in 2004. I remember having a selection of games to choose from including a new crash bandicoot
game, but I choose this one to play along with my sister beside me. I remember it taking me around a year to complete, although
I was very young at the time, but still kept me engaged straight the way through.

Part of the reason I fell in love with this game was the parts when I'd find a new area and be blown away every time the
expanses the graphics of the time the monsters, RPG aspect it was all perfect. I was so happy to see the game remastered, and
looking forward to playing through it again. Highly recommended for any zelda/open world fans.. When I was a kid, I had a
very small selection of games to go with my PS2. Among that collection were games that many declared to be the worst of their
series. Spyro: Enter the Dragonfly, Crash Bandicoot: Warped, for example. My collection is not without its gems; however,
because it had this game. This game was really fun. It still is really fun, even though the controls are really whacked out and I
feel like I'm fighting the awkward keyboard controls as much as I'm fighting the enemies. Regardless, the devs said they were
working on custom keybinds. If you played this game as a kid, or even if you didn't, I'd recommend trying it out. The puzzles
are fun, the enemies are gough but fair, and the story is good.. Great game from my childhood but the game is buggy the text
doesnt show all the time and peices of my sentences become blacked out by a square or if im getting an item i definietly will not
see the text about it, The picture also bugs out and i cant look at the option menu the picture always frezzes and becomes
distoreted, this happens on the main menu too please fix this!
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